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MOTIVATIONAL STRATEGIES
FOR

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Purpose

The purpose of this instructional guide is to provide curriculum

developers, Industrial Instructional Technlogists (IIT) and script writers

concrete examples of motivational strategies for the improvement of

instruction. Specifically, the motivational strategies described in this

guide will aid the IIT in addressing motivation within the Instructor Ouidei

the driving force of the training package; it will also aid the script writer

in capturing motivation within'the script, the driving force behind the

videotape.

Background

Motivation. What does the term mean? One technical definition describes

motivation as the tatent to which certain stimuli, objects or events effect

the occurrence or nonoccurrence of the'behavior in question. More simply,

motivation can be defined as exciting the mind of the trainee to receive the

instruction. Excitement, interest, and enthusiasm toward learning are the .

primary objectives in motivation.

Motivation is very important to the overall results.of the lesson. If

the trainee is not stimulated by the instruction and instructional material,

the learning can easily become dull and boring. This results in the trainee

not paying attention to the lesson. Coffer and Appley (1967) state that there

has been a close and continuous relationship between motivation and learning.

It is very difficult to separate the two. Motivation is important as a factor

in instigating behavior essential for a person to learn.



Many learners come into a learning situation highly motivated to learn

only to be quickly "turned off" due to boring, dull or monotonous instruction.

Curriculum writers and script writers must be sensitive to keep this from

happening.

Motivation for adults takes on another dimension for the instructor.

Research has shown that most instructors teach the way they were taught. The

biggest problem with this approach is that most of that teaching occurred

while the ihstructor was a child.or an adolescent. At those times in the

learner's life, hp was dependent upon the adult world to make his decisions

fir him, feed him and direct him. As an adult, the trainee is self-directing.
_

Ne needs to be treated as an adult. Adults come to a learning Situation with

Mote eXperiences, different kinds of experiences and experiences which are

organized differently from those of a child; therefore, he has different needs

and desires than a child. All of this impacts on how instruction needt to be

delivered And hew it will be received4 (Kidd, 1973)

Nhy this concern with motivation? The intent of a module or lesson is to

present the leerner with information, facts And skills that will enable him to

acquire the ability to do his job to the highest standards Within the shipyard

environmenti. Ah instructor will need to use teaching strategies that will

°shake up° the learner and motivate him to learn. The inst;uctor will need to

get the learner's attention, develop his interest, and then cause the ihterett

to grow into an active desire to learn.

The costs to a shipyard for an employee to be in a training situation are

high from a short term perspective. An unmotivated trainee who does not

acquire the skills and knowledge taught can be more costly from a long term

view. An employee who does not have the proper training can set back

5



production schedules by not completing his tasks correctly which impacts on

the other workers around him; even more importahtlyi the employee may cause

damage to equipment or injury to his fellow workers. See Appendix for further

ditcussion on the importance and value of instructional motivation.

_
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MOTIVATIONAL STRATEGIES

There are many strategies that instructors or developers of instruction

can use to insure motivation is included in every lesson. The next feW pages

will describe three areas an instructor must try to instill motivation, as

well as, provide twelve specific strategies and examples of hew to include

thei in the instructor guide and/or videotape. Leighbody and Kidd (1968)

state that the trainee must be ready to learn and in order to put the trainee

in this readiness state, the instruction must:

o Secure attention of_the_learner
o Develop interest into desire
o Sustain the desire to learn

Secure Attention of the Learner

The way the lesson is introduced is a good place to secure the attention.

This is why the inStructor guide has a section at the very beginning of the

outline of presentation labeled Motivation, and Why video presentations begin

With in intrOduction to the content of the videotape.

The-following suggestions may be helpful in determining motivational

strategies to include in a lesson. They are only examples and are not

intended for boiler plate use. They are recommended for use in the inttructor

guide and the videotapei You will find a strategy, an explanation of wily it

will motivate and an example of how it would appear in one and/or both of the

instructional medium.

4



Strategy 1:

Describe-a situation involving_need:ftir knOWledge and
skills which_you wishito present. Atk the trainee:
What would you do in this case?

This strategy allows the trainee-to !feel!_the
importance_of theilesson material.- It pat the
traineeiinto_aisituation_that_creates a_little anxiety
andidestre_to:knowithe material. The trainee doesn't _

want to feel this tinge of anxiety in the real job world.
This is motivation.

Example

INSTRUCTOR GUIDE-
OUTLINE_OVPRESENTATION

MODULE I
INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVITY_

MOTIVATION

This module_on_blueprint:
reading_is very_importaiit_,:t6 you at
aiMachanic_in_the_thipYard. _You
Will_need_to_refer to_blueprintsin,
order to determine where on a ship a
job_must-be done. Aist imagineAhat
right now your group leader_would

handiyou_aijobivrderiandAhe_blue,
print_for the_USS_KENNEDY_Aircraft
Cartler_ahd_tell you to do the job
tftietted on the job order! What
would you do?

Discuss the purpose of this module.
Describe an incident which requires
the student to use blueprint reading
skills and ask the Students what
they would do?

NOTE:_This_format_shows_
the_motivational_strategy
used_in_the Instructor
Guide. This could be_used
as the beginning:_of.a_:

videotape. On-the_iVideo-
tapeia:pause_shOuld_be
built in_to allow for
retponses from the learners.



Strategyah

Describe a personal experience involving the Use of the ideas or skills
you are about to present.

Thiv_approach_all&A the trainee to-actually visualize how thislesson
can help_hit Oh_the_job. He_can see through someoneelse'vexperience_
how the knowledge_and the skills needed to do the jobicorreCtly canimake
his job-easier. This in turn raises the trainee's interest in acquiring
the information.

INSTIWAITORAILIDE=-
vi 17-ff 177

=NODULE_I
Iv

MOTIVATION

Lused_tO work_with this guy; 1 Describe a personal experience
You_know the UP0==,-he-was always involving safety in the welder
boasting, he-knew-how to-do every= trade.
thingAndwasialways_taking_shortcuts.
He_hadivery little_regard_ftititafety
precautions.- I:wasAtlwaya telling
him tniunroll_his_sleevesi_to wear
hit-safety glasses_or_to call the
supervisor when equipment-broke down.
Well-one-datwe-were-using aL_
gas=driven welding machinewhen_
theithing_istarted vibrating like
wild, _WellAr.Know=it=ill tOthed
the:thing offithd itiedIttely_started
trYingito_fik=iti__By_the_time the
supervisor got_over tiyhim he had
managedKto-tear-the-darn thing apart.
Boy, was that supervisor sadi_-He
told him that_he knewiheiwasn't
supposed:to try_andifit_that Maine
and now_theidarn_thing was_totally
out of,-commission. He sent
Mr.__AhOwit-all_to his-office for a-
counseling:session.-_By,the time-the
machine-was repaired, we'd lost 2
hoursHOfwork_as opmsed_to:the 15
minUtealOiOOuld'haVe-lost if
Mr. ifinow=it=all had done_What_he_was
sUppcised dei. Oh! I know you think,
big deal, so you got to stand around

6



II '7 .lLI$.

MOTIVATION (COnt.

for 2 hours! No way! That supervisor
was so upset that he had us doing
clean,,up_work non-stop until that
engine was flied. _I'd have much
rather been doing the Joh I was
assigned in the beginning.

Strategyak.

Introduce the lesson with a.picture, a model,
mockup or some other device to get attention.

NODULE I

This_strategy is used to focus the trainee's_attention.
A picture, model or some other device_will heighten the
trainee's interest. It can be used along with in
explanation or questions to involve the trainee in the lesson.

Exampie

VioEo NARRATIVE

MANUS CART MUTES SCRIff

OPENING:
Montage of_appropriate_shipbdard
scenes.__ASSOrtedithat of
cableways. :Add piping4 __Add-
dUttWOrk.Wide_view of a big_
liable, then close shot of wirewai
deep in the maze.

Electrical_cableRivers of_it,
flowing-through the ship. Channeled
into_cableweys.

Branching.: Tying_tOgether shipboard
systems andiequipment_i_Lmaze
competing _With_other mazes for space
in:the réttricted confines of the
Ship.

7



IISTRUCTOVIIUIDE ixiiiDLJLE1
OUTLINE OF PRESENTAtION INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVITY

MOTIVATION

Here,are.two_pictures1
you tolook_at_Closely. 'Notice
theidifferences between_the_two
pictures. What_do_you think _Oft
is_a_ picture Of_?_ What are-the
differences between the two
pictures?

TheAse are pictures of two_types of
tubber tiles used for special hull
treatment. You will learn a lot
about them during this course.
When these tiles are installed
correctly, taking into_consid-
eration the type of tile, the
changing diameter of the hull and
the placement of the tile; the hull
will make less noise while moving
and of course will be harder to
detect.

Strategy 4:

Show the class a pidture of AA-18
SHT TILE and a picture of AD-79M SHT
TILE and ask them what they are?

After getting a few answers, tell
them what they are.

Start a short discussion among trainees.

This approach creates an involved atmosphere. It
allows the trainees to focus their_thoughts and
attention into the material. It allows the trainees
to share thoughts and impressions with each_other
and the_instructor about what they do know and at
the same time creates an awareness of what they
don't know.



LIR r PRE E ATIOR INSTRU

MOTIVATION

Let's talk about tools!

Tell me what types of tools are
you familiar with?

=MODULE 1
ENT IVITY

Start a short discussion_among
students about the use of tools in
general.

Call on_ Students if no one
volunteers. Don't say yes or no but
ask what do the rest of you think?
Get a few more answers.

WhYAo yovsuppose We,haVe_ Call on students if_no one___-
different types of wrenches? volunteers.Use_same_approach as

above. After:youihave:several
reSponses, tell them why.

Wenches come in_different_types:
because:we need_to put:In:and take
Out_tolts.: This_mayirequire_a
wrench that it_the site_or an_

adjustable_wrench.__We_may_need a
wrench that has a limited swing
area or a wrench that won't slip

In_this:_lesson4

abOUtithese_and_imany other_
advantages and disadvantages of
the_tools you_can-select-to do
your work. ,If you,have_selected
the right tool, your job will be
that much easier.

Strategy s:

Use unpredictability or surprise.

ThisStrategyittirtlet,thejrainee_and-creates a level of_tension or
anxiety_that_lends_itself_to-motivating the trainee.:to_pay:close__
attehtion. _The-trainee doesn't want_to_be_surprised or put:in an _

unpredictable position, therefore, his five tenses are on the alert.
This is an excited learner.

9
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INSTRUCTOR GUIDE__
_OUTLINEPRESENTATICNI

pinnauF 1

INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVITY

MOTIVATION

The_purpose of this-lesson is to
learn_how_toprotect_iyourself,-
yourlsurroundings_and your fellow
workers_when_using welding tools.i.

(enter foreman)
Excuse-me but I need to just
quickly check this room-for safety
hazards._ I_didet get_hereibefore
class_started*.__What,_whatiit this?
YOu_dOn't_have_eye protettioni
hearing protectioni_head protection
gear_in here_and you_ are-going:to
discuss safetYI- Where-are your
welding shields? (have actor
looking around_room_moving and
talking_quickly)Where, where are
your_respirators?Thit it
tidiculousl__You_can't_be seriously
thinking about teachintvcourse on
safety! 191-have-to-write-you up,
Buddy.- See me immediately after
this class1._1Donq worry_guys,_
Plisee,that thisiequipmentiis_- _

brought in immediately! (exit actor)

You_have_just witnessed_what could
happen if you ignore-safety
precautions. This was a dramatization,
but it happens.

Now, let's take a good look at
safety in the welder trade.

Strategy 6:
Use humori

Tell the students the purpose_of_the
coursei _As_you are in_the Middle of
this_arrange for another instructor
to come into your class wearing a
foreman's hat. Have him dress you
down for safety violations. Rig a
few in your class.

This approach-gets-the trainees-attention as well iS -shares an
experience The story-will be remembered as something the trainee
prefers not to have happen to him on a job. This, then, heightens the
trainee's senses to pay attention.

10
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MODULE I
_OUTLINE OF PRESENTATtON INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVITY

MOTIVATION_

How_many Of_you_guys_have ever
triedAe fix_the bathroom sink
when_it_wouldn't-draiaii_Welli I
recently tried-to-fix_our bathroom--
sink and, let me tell_yout. I felt,like

Dick_Vanlyke-had_come_backito_lift
in my body._:Everything Ldid_Witt
wrong* Firsti_Unteded_te_looten_
the gooseneck_from the pipe coming
out_of the_sink.--So I-_-_went to-my
trusty tool- box only to find that
I didn't have a pipe wrench: So,
I-took my hammer_and_I banged Otti
theipipe_andof_course_I brat it.
FOrtunatelyi had_tUrned
the_Water offi_hoWeveri_I was_
immediately_drenched from what was

,

By this time, my_wife_is fussing
because I've_made_a metten_her
floor! _Forget that-I'mcciVered_in
wateti greasei_and_hairl_ SO__I_ge
te_the_hardWare_store and_I_ buy a
neWigooseneck and a pipe-wrench.
Well_now, Irm-cooking_rightl
Wrongl. I-have a stray:pipe
wrench.: Theseare_used on
machined surfacesiand:_tritidal: _

piping, L_So:_backito_the_ttere I go
and I get the adjustable_pipe___

Wrendhi__I_am_now cookingj- But-
now_I really -pull.a Dick Van _Dyke!
I-put the gooseneck-on backwards,:
It-is:jammed-in tightlA pull and
pullitrying_toAetilt Off.and__
whaill_iThe Whole sink_comes_off
the_Walli___MY wife really started
fUtting then, so I calmly go_to
the_phonei-callSears and-tell
them to-send a.plumber andA newE
sink,over right_away_l_ Well, thit
littleAtentureicost:_me_abOUt
$387*68 indludinuthe_gooseneck_
and:the adjustable wrench I bought
te nit the sink myself.

Tell a humorous storY

NOTE: This strategy could be used
as the introduction to a videotape.

14
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INSTRIXTOR-GUIBE NODULEA
-OUTLINE-OF PRESENTATION- INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVITY

MOTIVATION (Cont.)

HOwever, every_stary_hasia_bright
Side4 A_did_learn the difference
between an adjustable wrench and a
strap wrench!

Amd you-will learn-this_and more
before_this_classlis overI. So_
When you have:to fix your_bathroom
sink, you'll know What tool you
need!

Strategy 7:
Relate the learning to other interests.

This strategy motivates because the trainee's attention is pulled into
another interest. A parallel is drawn between the interest and the topic
to be learned. The trainee's attention is caught by another interest and
held throughout the instruction.

. VIDEO . NARRAtIVE

Eye Protection Video Script

A man is drilling a hole in a surface
with a portable drill. He has eye
goggles on his eyes.

A close up of the_drillimaking a
hole in a piece of metal.

A close up of a man drilling a hole
at home to put up a curtain rod.

Protection of_your_eyes is very_
important-both- on-the-job-as well
as at home when you are performing
home repair or hobby projects.

Theidrill_bit_could:breakiand fly_
up_in your eye causincsinjury. _You
would_be immediately rushed to the
dispensary-for-emergency care if
your eye is injured.- However, if
your-eve_ts protected:with_eye-
goggles andifor-ishield,_youiwill
need_to_shake:off thefear_that jUtt
rushed.through you and continue with
your job.

Even at home, proper eye protection
that:we just learned about-for on
the job use would be important.

1215
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VIDEO NARRATIVE

Eve-Protection Videv-Script (Cont.)

Close up on a pair of eyes without
goggles.

Close up on a pair of eyes with
goggles.

Out eyes are very important to us.
We use them every moment we're
awake.

Wearing safety-goggles_takes_vety
little effort_to_entute_prottetion
frominjury_or loss_of_a very
itportantipart of_our body whether
Wt are doing a repair on the job or
repair at home.

Shategylk

Tell the student what he will learn and why it it important to learn it.

This approach_gets right to the point and catches the attention of the
trainee_up front4 The trainee is told why the topic is important thus
focusing the attention immediately. This approach creates an intense
feeling within the trainee.

Erato le

INSIRUCTORAIIIIDE-
_OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION

_

MODULE 1
INSTRUCTO STUDENT ACTIVITY

MOTIVATION

Youi are loing_ to_ learn_hoW_ tes_thd-

teal_ii dead-ended_cable_during this
lessom _A deadoend cable-is a
cable that is disconnected at one
or-both ends. You are going to
learn to_cover the_end_to insulate
the_conductOrsito prevent moisture
from_entering_theicable_and_to_
tedWe_the possibility_of shock
hazards_ If a cable-has,not been
dead=endedi it can be verY
hazardous-to-an individual who__
might.pick_it_upiand not_realize
it_iLconnected_toia power_source.
.A_Cable ncit_properly dead-ended could
tause_a_fire_onboard_the ship
that light endanger the lives of
several hundred workers.

13

Tell the students what they are
going to learn and why it is
important they learn it.

NOTE: This strategy could be used
as the introduction to a videotape.

1 6



ENT
MODULE I

ENT A VITU

MOTIVATION (Cont.)

You will learn all about how to
deadvid a cable, tag out a power
source and to take appropriate
safety precautions in this lesson.

Stratm 9:
Ask question: and require the learner to respond.

This strategy creates anxiety in the trainee.
It catches his attention and causes him to
focus on the lesson content.

lb:ampla

INSTRUCTOR GUIDE
_OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION

fie

MODULE 1
INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVIT

MOTIVATION

This1 lesson is about turning and
twisting_tools:. Let's start by me
asking you some questions and you
giving the answers:

What is meant by calibrate?

Answer:
To check or adjust the graduations
of a measuring instrument.

What is a ratchet?

AntWer:
A mechanism that prevents turning in
one direction.

14

Ask questions and require learners
to respond.

Select students if no volunteers;
once you get an answer, ask if
everyone agrees; after a few more
inputs, provide answer.

1 7
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INSTRUCTORANIDE MODULE I
OUTLINE_OF PRESENTATION INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVITY

MOTIVATION (Cont.)

What is torque?

Answer:
A twisting force.

What are some types of twisting or
turning tools you can think of?

Antwer:
Wrenches and screwdrivers.

These questions give you an idea
of someiof the terminology and
typesiofitools you will learn about
in this lesson.

Strategy 10:

Give the students a pre-test on the material td be presented.

This 6007%6-itch not only gets the trainee's attention but also gives a
preview of the important points to be covered in the course.

Example

INSTRUCTOR GUIDE -MODULE I
_OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION INSTUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVITY

MOTIVATION

This_course is abOut_safety_in the
Welder_trade. To give you_an idea
Of_What_the_course will teach you,
tam going to-give you-this pre_
test.- You will-have 30 minutes to
take_it._ Justanswer those-
questions4ou_can_anditurn_inithe
tett.__Whenieveryoneiis_fihithed,
wwill=go_through_the_course
material and you camidentify the
correct answers for yourself.

Give the students a pre-test on
material to be presented.

15 8



Strategy 11 1 :

Present an °pew-ended demonstration
and follow it with learner observa=
tions, explanations and theorization.

This approach catches the students_AttentiOniand &Wet
some,anximtY about:having to:provide infteMatitiniback td
the instructor._ Therefore, the trainee's attention is
focused on the content.

Example

INSTRUCTOR IDE
OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION

NODULE I
_INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT ACTIVITY

MOTIVATION

Watch closely because you will have
to tell me the steps involved in
end-sealing a cable.

Present_an open-ended demonstration
and folloW_it with learner observa-
tions, explanation and theorization.

Demonstrate the end,sealing process.
Don't talk.

Doleach:step in proper:sequence and
make all:tafety precautions
Vey eVident by dramatizing them.

1. Ensure de=energization

2. Measure cable diameter

3. Select cable ends

4. Remove armor

S. Remove outside insulation

6. Clean cable conductors

7. Cut conductors

8. Select_conductor end caps

9. Install conductor end caps

10. Verify safe usage of heat
source

16
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INSTRUCTOR GUIDE
OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION

NODULE 1
--INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT AtTIVITY

Now, tell me the steps you saw me
perform.

11. Install heat shrinkable tubing

12. Verify safe usage of heat
source

13. Install cable ends

14. Verify safe usage of heat
source

At the1 end 0 the demonstration, ask
students to give you the steps.
Write them on the chalkboard.

Strategy 12:

POse ii_problem related to the lesson objective and
allow the students to present possible solutions by
working in spall groups.

This approach creates an involved and
somewhat tense environment. This excites
the trainee and focuses his attention on
the lesson material.

VIDEO NARRATIVE

Basic Hand Tools Video ftriet

Scene of historic shipyard happening.
(i.e., Delaware entering drydock)
Hittoric scene of surface preparation.
(i.e.. Craftsman using hand tools)
Modern ship in shipyard.
(i.e., Surface_prep in progress)
Cramped surface area onboard ship.
Small area to be clethOd.
Sand bletting
Worker reading job assignment.
Worker selecting correct hand tool.

17

From the earliest days of ship
overhaul...hand tools have been used
in preparing surfaces for
painting... _ _ _

Today...hand_tools are Still being
used when the_area to be cleaned is
not easily accessible or is too
cramped to use power tools...the job
is too small to justify bringing
in power tools...or other methods
are not available...
When you are given an assignment to
prepare such a surface for painting,
you should be able to choose the

20



VIDEO RARRATIVE

Basic Hand Tools ViCeo Uriot (Cont.)

Worker using held tddl showing tool
tied to worker's belt.

Worker removing loose rust, old paint,
other loose adhering contaminants.

Worker's feeble attempt to remove
weld spatter with paint scraper.

Worker using Paint Scraper, chipping
hammer, wire brush, putty knife, .

abi-asive cloths and papers.

Worker checking over_hand tools,
the head of the chipping hammer,
the edge Of the paint scraper.

Szample

correct hand tool for that
particular job...use the tool
properly...and use it safely...
Hand_tools, howeveri_have_liMita-
tions and are suitable ohly for
cleaning away loose rust and
scale...old paint...and other
contaminants that are easily
removed.

Tightly bonded paint...rust...
scale...or weld spatter...may be too
difficult to remove with hand tools.
Therefore, other methods for removal
should be used.
In this.lesson, )mu will see how
paint scrapers...chipping hammers...
wire brushes...putty knives...and
abrasive cloths and papers...Ore
used to remove certain contaminants.

And, you will see how to check the
different hand tools to make sure
they are in good condition...

Stop tape and break students into
groups to discuss problems seen in
tape.

NOTIVATION

Okapi in this lesson. you will 1learn
to read and interpret blueprints.
You may or may rot have_seen blue,
prints before. You will definitely
see them a lot as you perform repairs
on ships. I'ligoing to begin by
dividing you into small groups. Each
group will have a blueprint. What I
want you to do is identify the infor-

Pose aLproblem_related_toithe lesson
objective_and:_allowthe Students tO
present possible solutions by
working in small groups.

Give the students a blueprint and
block titles and ask them to
identify the information blocks on a
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INSTRUCTOR-GUIDE
OUTLINE eF PRESENTATION

MODULE 1
INSTRUCTOR/STUDENT mum(

NU-IVATION (Cont.)

Aitken blotks on the blueprint. They
are listed on the blackboard next to
a letter. Put-that letter on_the
blueprint where you are, in the group.
This should be a group decision.

blueprint. Uivide class into small
ps. Allow 10 minutes.

See Appendix C for blueprint)

When finished, distribute 1SOlUtiOñ
sheet (see Appendix C) and discuss.

The above strategies are examples of hoW Motivational strategies help the

instructor secure the attention of the trainee. However, once the trainee's

interest has been aroused the instructor must use some other motivational

strategies that will excite the attitude or behavior of the trainee.

Develop interest into Desire

Although the instructor guide doesn't mention the word motivation after

the beginning of the presentation, concern about motivation does not begin and

end herel Now that the trainee's attention has been obtained, the

instructor/instruction must develop that attention into interest. This is

done through the presentation and learner activities. Some methods for this

are:

o Vary teaching strategies =- use demonstration, display samples of
finished work, display charts, ask questions, have short discussions
throughout the lesson.

Control the time spent on different phases of lesson. Change methods
or strategies aefore interest wanes because of boredom.

o Make preparations in advance in order to avoid student idleness. If
students must wait for directions, tOOlt Or work assignments, they
become bored.

o Offer constructive encouraging criticism. Point out mistakes and show
hOw the wOrk should have been done. The manner in which this is done
is important. Be specific about what is wrong, pay attention to,your
tone of voice and avoid the verb "to be, e.g., don't sitr"You are
wrong', say "the answer selected is wedng". This brings focus to the
problem and doesn't Make a statement about the goodness or badness of
the person.
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Sustain the Desire to Learn

Now, the instruction has secured the trainee's attention and developed

the attention into desire. Motivational strategies are still needed to

SuStain that desire to learn In Order to do this the trainee must feel there

are benefits in learning this material. The instructor cah them the trainee

that specific benefits can be anticipated as a result of learning efforts.

Some Waft to dO this are to explain that:

o The marketable skills acquired from the module will help him secure
Jobs.

o The trainee might expect to advance regularly within a chosen field
due to this training.

o At a Wen-trained worker, he will be better prepared for promotions to
pOsitiOns of resporribility.

o The developed ability to use tools and skills will help make work
easier at work and at home.

o Pride in thiS crafttmanship is very important.

o Satisfaction of performing useful work and producing a useful product
is.very rewarding.

These types of Motivational strategies can be interspersed throughout the

instruction as the instructor moves from one phase of the lesson to the next.

The instructional developer and instructor should note these in the

presentation outline to ensure the tiChnique is used.



Summary

Motivation is more than a statement in the Inttructor Guide that says

'Mbtivate the students' or "Explain why this course is important'. It is an

intrinSic behavior that must be activated by a variety of strategies.

Motivational strategies are a challenge to the ihstruttiOnal developer and to

the instructor. They take some careful thought and preparation, but they will

bring reistrds tenfold as the students become excited and interested. This in

turn will keep the instructor "motivated" tel dt) a great job.
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LITEMIURE REVIEW

A quick glance at the literature and studies that have been published about
learning indicates that motivation is a very important feature of instruction and
should be carefully considered during design, development and implementation of
instruction. "At its_Most basic functional leveli learner motivation is the
effort_people put Mtn learning something; However, learner motivation occurs as
an interactive process. It is a dynamic integration of what the person brings to
the learning situation andl what the instructor offers in-terms of content And the
manner in which material is presented." (Wlodkowski, 1985)

Leighbody and Kidd (1968) ASSert that motivatioh_Of the learner to receive
instruction is a part of the preparatidh required for a lesson; The best laid
plans of a teacher may fail tel result in successful learning unless the learners
are_physically and mentally ready to learn. Thi: state of readiness cannot be
created by the teacher at will. It must develop from within the learner. The
teacher merely takes advantage of such a state. Uowever, the teacher can do
certain things to encourage a state of.readinesa on the part of the learner for
each new learning effort.

Berdeaux andl Borden (1984)_feel ibtivatitin is probably the most basic element of
learning. It Mikes the learner want to know, to understand, as well as, to
increase or acquire new skills. They state that it is up to the teacher to
discover what motivates the student, to find ways to keep those_desires Alive and
to use them in the learning process. They cite Some examples of an adult
student's motivation as: the need for security, the heed for better skills on the
jokand the need for self-esteem.

Sloane and Jackson (1974) sAy that one of the most common complaints about
learning environments concerns the "lack of relevance." The topic is said to have
no relevance to modern society or to the learner's needs. _They state that "it it
not only irrelevant but irreverent to make people Spend a large proportion of
their time to_do nothing.' Nothing, they feel, is_quite so irrelevant as taking a
lesson, course or class and not_leithing. Yiti_people are coerced or conned into
Sitting in_classes, in Which_they_spend their valuable time and do not learn what
somebody_has paid for them to be taught. This affirms the impact a dull, boring
or_monotonous lesson can have on the learner as well as the loss to the
organization paying for the training.

1

Bell_ and Abedor (1977) cootioues:_this Veiti Of_thoughtiby_declarinp that the
interest_of_the_learner in_What_he_lt=abdUt_t0 learn_ is one_of the mostimportant,
yetineglectedi_aspeett_df_successful Instruction.___They maintain-that the-learner
needs an orientation or_to_be_presented_a-mbig- picture of what he is about to
leamso _that _he__can_ielate this to what he already knows. If this_component of-
instruction-is ignored or given little attention, instructors_soon hear_compleints
of "irrelevant," "donq knowHwhyiwei_have to:learn this stuff,":and_"thit_it
boring."Alsalerrand_Abedor_11977YattertAhat reteardh_in_the arecof
audiovisual_mOdule_design itiditatet_that StUdehtt will learn_with greater
effiCiency ahd_effettiVeitss_lf_they_are_told_why_it is tmportant-to-learn the
matertal_ahd_exactly what they are_required to learn; With this much support_in
llterature_about_the_need for consideration-of motivation in the development and_
impleMentation of instruction, it is evident_thatJBerdeaux and_Bordeni(1984) were
qUitiaecurate with-their_observationithat_"underlying theAduational pfocess at
alliOge_leve44:is_the_need_for_teachers_to knowtheir students_-__thelis
backgrounds, metivatiOnSi:perSOhalthatatteristics aCd capabilities.' The wise
teachervillAte_suth_fattOrt it_tUriosity,_desire for teacher approval, desire
fOr*OuvapProval, and other day-to-day interests in order to stimulate
twithOtieSilor learning (Leighbody and Kidd, 1968)
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